
GARAGE EQUIPMENT
since 1922

Azur 3.5t 2-Post Lift
without base frame

Electric Vehicle Ready lift
Simple and easy to swap between lifting pads and forks
Baseless design with clear floor between columns
Suitable for lifting vehicles up to 3500kg GVW
Asymmetrical, 3-stage lifting arm design
Low pad lifting height of just 95mm
Automatic arm locking system
Fast lifting time of 45 seconds

Part No.: SF/9235/EVR/KIT
See overleaf for more information

Interchangeable  accessory for 
safely lifting electric vehicles

EV lifting fork accessory 
attached to the lifting arm.

Included as standard
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All information in this document is correct at time of 
publication. Tecalemit reserves the right to  amend and alter 
specifications without prior notice. Please confirm any critical 
requirements with your supplier at time of ordering.

Azur 3.5t 2-Post Lift
without base frame

About the SF/9235/EVR

The SF/9235/EVR is a perfect choice for the modern 
workshop. With a lifting capacity of 3.5t, adjustable arms, 
a low pad height and automatic release of safety locks, 
the SF/9235/EVR is easy and comfortable to use.

The SF/9235/EVR benefits from an asymmetrical, 3-stage 
lifting arm design to adjust the length of the arms, while 
its baseless design provides clear floor between columns.

In designing the SF/9235/EVR, consideration has been 
given to the changing vehicle parc and the growing 
need to provide lifting solutions for the ever-increasing 
number of electric and hybrid-electric vehicles. 

The lift comes with lifting pads as standard, which can 
lift a wide range of ICE and electric vehicles. For an even 
more comprehensive lifting experience, the EV lifting 
forks are included

To use the EV lifting forks, simply remove the lifting pad, 
and replace with the EV lifting fork. There is no need to 
change the lift arms and no special tools are required.

Technical Specifications & Dimensions

Pad height min................................................................................95mm
Lifting height...............................................................................2000mm
Motor supply......................................................................................2.4kW
Drive through width...............................................................2795mm
Maximum load...............................................................................3500kg
Maximum lifting time................................................................45 secs
Power supply.................................................................3ph 400V 50Hz

Part Nos. & Ordering Information

Azur 3.5t 2-Post Mechanical Lift 3ph..........SF/9235/EVR/KIT

Options & Accessories

High lift extensions 100mm (set of 4)......................OA/62614

Issue No.: SF/9235/EVR Aug 2023

Please note the lift EV lifting forks are rated at 800kg each. When 
using the lift with the optional EV lifting forks, the lift capacity is 

reduced to 3.2t


